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THE 
ANCHOR 
"TRUTH IS ON THE MARCH .!!" 
VOL. XXXIV, No. 3 RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1961 




Rhode Island College's first four phases in 1!he development of George s,aid, "The fraternity is 
Homecoming Weekend, sponsored American music. The participants sponsoring this Homecoming in 
by Kappa Dei).'ta Phi, win be he'1d in this concert will be: folksiinger, the hope that it win become a last-
tlris coming week<end, October 21 Jim McGrath, who' has appeared at ing College tradiltron." 
arrd 22. HighUghts include the the Hunt ,Olub in Newport; tlhe The purpose of a Homecoming 
soccer game, elecitiion and crown- Nartfonal Champ<ion W1omen In Bar• is to attract alumni back 'tJo the 
ing of t'he Hiomecom,ing queen, a bers'hop Competition; Jazz group, College and thereby foster a feel-
dance, and a concert. Tony Tomass,o and his Jewels of i:ng of school spirit in them. It is 
The weekend will open wiitJh the Dixie, who have appeared at Ool- also hoped tp,at the weekend will 
crowni1ng of 1Jhe Homecoming leg~ concerts bE;ore, and the r:n-give the undergraduates an oppor-
Queen, e'lected by t'he soccer team penals, a rock, n roll group. Wm- tunity to meet some ,of the alum-
from candidates submitted by the ners of the 63 1Jalent show are ni. Homecoming weekend's are 
four classes and the fraternity. also expected to ~ppear. . part of most ·Oollegeis' tradition, 
FlolLowing the crowning, 1Jhe R.I.C '!'he Homecommg weekend 1s serving as a link between the 
soccer squad wil1 meet Gorham be1_ng sponsored by J<:appa Delta graduate and his College. 
in a home game. Phi as part of fue socral p~ogram A<s to the Homecoming's success, 
for the year. Ge1orge Flemmg, so- George felt that it would be sue-
On s,aturday evernng, there will cial committee chairman of Kappa cessful if 't!he students would sup-
be a dance at the Crown Hotel Delta Phi and promdter of this port it. George said, "Let's a'll 
from 8:30-12 p.m. Ticke'ts for the event, s'tated 'thalt this is the first get behind Homecoming and make 
dance will be •avai'lab'le, on camp- Homecoming, as such, that the C'ol- it the biggest socia'l event on 
us, fue week prior to the dance. tege has ever held. campus." 
Mariann Cipolla first R.I.C. Home Coming Queen. 
"Panorama of 'Music," is the 
theme of 1!he coocert to be held 
on 'Sunday a:f:1ternioon in Roberts' 
Hall. The program wilJ.l feature 
M•ari,ann CipoUa Is Hom,eco,ming Queen 
Last Thursday, the soccer team Mariann said, "This is fue greatest\ Miariann's brother and four of 
elected Marrann Cipolla, the 'talent- honor I've ever received. First, her sisters were not present, but 
ed and attractive senior class nom- I'd like to thank my class for anO'ther sister, J,ane, was there 
inee, <the first Rhode Island Ool- nom~na!ting me, and next, I want '!Jo w'hen 'Mariann received the news. 
lege Homecoming Queen. thank fue soccer team for electing Jane, a, freshman and dormi'llory 
When the Anchor notilfied 'Mari- me." student at R.I.C., could, according 
ann of her election, her reaction Our Homecoming Queen was not to her big sister, appreciate the 
was one of complete disbelief. the only excited person. Her honor more than the others in the 
"What?" she cried, "Really! I'm mother uttered a cry of surprise family. 
shaking-Oh! I'm completely and said with more than a hin1 of Mariann's court consists of Pat-
overwhelmed!" maternal pride, "Oh, that's won- ricia Galvin '612, fue fraterni'ty's 
After recovering her composure, derlul!" nomi>nee, P.amela Wla1'1ace '64, 
Phyltis Groach '65, and Andrea 
Eagan '63. 
During her reign, the Queen and 
her court wi11 participate in a 
series of activities, including a 
concert and a dance. 
Marra'lln wi'l'l be crowned at 1fue 
Dr. Mary M. Keeffe, professor associate profess'or •and in 1958 Homecoming soccer game on siat-
of bidlogy at Rlhode Island Ool- she was made a full professor. urday afternoon. The coronation 
lege, has been named -to Who's Her services to th e community will.I be followed by a mot()II'cade 
Pro·f. Keeffe Named To 
Who's Who In America 
are also numerous. In 1956, d th 
Who ~f ~e~ican Women, a b~o- she was a member of the Rlhode aroun e cam~us. . . . 
graphical dictionary olf notable liv- Islland Schodls Science Flair Com- Each of the g1r~s will n~e rn a 
ing American_ women. 'She . ":as miifil:ee, and in 1959, a delegate at decorated conv~rtible provided by 
one of approX1maltely 2'5,000 d'l:stm- large for the family and children's her _class, or, m the ?11se of Pat 
guished women who merited inclu- dlivi>sion ·olf the Rb.'Ode Tultand Coun- G'aavm, by the fratermty. 
The dividing line between East and West in Berlin 
(For more pictures see page 3) 
sion i~ ~he publicati.~n on the bas~s cil of Oommunity 'Services. She At present, Mariann is teaching 
of ?OSlltlOrrs ·~f prommence held lil was made permanent director of the .fi.fit'h grade at !Chester w. Bar- S1nec1·a1 r,,o Anchor 
their respective fields. the R'hode Island 'Students Science rows school. Her major interests r .L 
1 
In the field of education, Dr. Work<shops in 1'960. include tennis, learn
1ing to knit, 
Keeffe's achievements are many. Dr. Keeffe is al.so a member of dancing ("I Nke all kinds!") and B 1 • ( d 
She received her IDd.B. from the American Association for the dassica'l musk. Slb.e stated, "I like er In orrespon ent 
R.I.1C.E. in 1'928 and began to teach .Ndvancemelllt of Science, the reading (mostly 'historical novels) 
in the Rhode Is'land school system American Assodation of Univer- but 'the most I get to do is in text Ed. Note: This on-the
-spot report 
at Burrill'lvi'lle H1igh School. In silty Profe=ssors (president of the books." is by a person who
 has been in 
1932, she received her A.B. from 1'ocal chapter i•n 1954), fue New Our Homecoming Queen relies the "Outpost City" 
for siightly 
Providence •College, and in 1940 York A<cademy oif Sc'iences, the Bo- not only on her be·auty for recogn!i.- more than a year. H
is present job 
she was awarded her M.A. from tani:cal Society olf A<merica, and the tion, but has been active in various is with the U. S. L
iaison Office 
Oolumbia University. American Ass'Ociation of Umver- col'lege activi'ties and organ:iz,ati'Ons. there and, as a Germ
an iinguist, he 
Re,ports 
During 194'2-«l, she tauglh.lt at s1ty Women. She is a memib~r ,()If Last year, she received her is often called upon 
to conduct 
the University of Verm'O'Ilt, and af- Derta Ka'?pa Gamma _and 'Sigma Anchor ceT'tilficate and key for her public opinion surv
eys. He is a 
ter receiving her Ph.D. from Ford- Delta Epsilon, both natwna'l educa- ou1Js'tanding contribution as make- native Rhode Island
er and a re-
ham in 1947 she became an assist- ti:on f~a~ernities; 1lh~ RJhode Is'land up edir!Jor. 'She was a judge and cent graduate of Bro
wn University. 
ant professor of bi'ology a't the Ass~101at10n of Busmess and Pr~- the secre'bary of student court in It's now alm
ost eight weeks 
College of Saint 'Thomas, where fess10nal Wome~; and the ~~n- her junior year. weeks since the
 shocking night of 
she remained for five rears. In can Men of Scre'll'ce, a screnlti'fic Also in her jurnor year, Mariann August 13, 196
1, and the average 
1952, she came to R.I.C., as an I group. worked on a Winter Weekend Berliner is tryin
g to convince him-
Professor Mary Keeffe 
comm11Jtee; she was a juni!or rep- self that he has adjusted to the 
resentative on 't!he Ai'l 'College G-'ir'l situation. But, has he? 
Oourt; she worked on her class' If one visits the Kudam, Berlin's 
Stunt Night presentation; she 5th Avenue, he would feel certain 
taught soccer skills to her Practi- that people here have forgotten 
cum II cl.lass; and she was model the cement walls, barbed wire 
in '1!he Campus ,Chestt fashion show. fences, and armed VOPO's only, 
At the conclus'ion of her 'inter-
1 
a few kilometers away. 
view, 'Mariann, •s'till exultant over The streets are packed with 
her election, stated, "1'11 be c!heer- Berliners and tourists. Lately the 
ing the l'oudeslt at that soccer sun has been shining, the stores 
game!" are exhibiting their new Fall 
Mlariann went on to s,ay that she fas'hions (Berrin is considered by 
hopes the student body will sup- many to be the Fashion Center of 
port Homecoming Weekend in or- Germany) and most of the people 
der 'that it may become an annual seem to be worrying about how 
col'lege affair. they will spend their next dollar 
( deutsch mark) and not from 
whence it will come. 
Yes, this is the picture one sees 
on the Kudam and neighboring 
streets. As one American tourist 
said to me, "It seems the closer 
one gets to Berlin, the less tense 
the 'crisis' seems to be." 
I almost had to agree to this 
until I happened to interview a 
man who works in a real estate 
office which helps people find 
property and apartments in the 
Zone (West Germany). It seems 
an increasing percentage of fue 
Berliners are inquiring about 
prices of apartments land cost of 
living, etc., in the West. ' 
Again, at th_e first glance, this 
doesn't seem like anything to get 
excited about. Wages are better 
in the Zone, there is more room 
to travel (Berlin is ten times as 
large as ProV'idence, •but has slight-
ly more than ten times the popu-
lation - 1~50) and, chances are, 
one has friends and relatives in 
the West whom he would like to 
visirt more often. 
However, on the other hand, 
(Continued on Page 3) 
/ 
2 THE ANCHOR 
EDITORIAL 
No Action Tak.en-Stud,ents Aroused 
In an editorial tin the Oc'bober 3 issue, the editori 1a[ board of the Anchor quesiti'oned the recent 
rise in meal prices. In addition, the Anchor requesited ~hat those persons Who 'had seit the meal prices 
give tlle studentts s·ome exiplana1tion for 'their 1acltion. 
To date, no word on the subjeot has been received foom any person of authority. There has 
been no atJtempt to jus 1t!ify the present prices nor to correct them. 
In the meantime the Anchor confacted 't'he Beacon, the U.R.I. newspaper, to inquire about food 
prices at the University. The Beacon tdld t'be Anchor that students pay about 30-40 cents for a lunch-
eon meal •and be/tween 55-95 cents for an even'ing meal. The fluctuations •occur be•cause students m
ay 
purchase just a 'hot ptate ior the fulJ.l course m~al. 
. Hoth rt!he University of Rhode I1sland an'd '.R.'lrode J<siland Oof!ege are state institutions and receive 
their food through a ·sitate purchasing agen't. In view of 'this, the Anchor finds the present me>a'l prices 
into1·era'blle. 
Since no a'Cltion has been taken by 'the administration, t'be student body has been tal'king albout 
taking dramatic action to redress what they consider 'to be an unnecessary wrong. The editorial boar
d 
of t'be Anchor feels that, under the democratic process, epi'tomized in our free enterprise system, con-
sumers are free to buy or not 'to buy. ff the student body feels that the meal prices are too hig
h, 
then they •are justilfied in refusing '!Jo pay them. 
_'Perhaps President Gaige i'S right in deploring the l'ack 1of s1tudent interest and adtJivity in campus 
afl:'a•rrs. l'f the student body takes effective action to reduce the present meal prices, then perhap
s 
they may reach the mature image desired by 'President Ga]ge. 
Apology In Ord·er 
The Anchor protests the recent ,treatment of Claiire Horan, an alumna of this Oollege and tlhe first 
woman from '.Rlhode IsQa,nd to be ,acceip'ted for Pe·ace Oorps duity, who wa'S asked by Dean Mierzwa 
to 
speak _at the Col'lege about the Peace Corps on October 2, a!t 7 p.m. 
}\[iss Horan, however, never gave that talk. At 6 p.m. on the Il!i.ghit she was to have spoken, she 
received a telleplhone call from 1!he switchboard operator ,at 't'be ·Co'lQege stating ~ha't t'he talk had 'be
en 
cance'lied because of a lack of student interest and that Miss Horan need not bother coming to th
e 
College. 
The Anchor submits that the ta'lk faiQed to materialize because it was not adequately publicized, 
not because of a lack 1of student interest. As ,a ma1Jter of fac't, a dozen studentts waited in the Llit
tle 
Theatre for twenty m'inutes to he•ar 'Miss Horan, not rea'lizing it'hat it h·ad been cancelQed. 
. The publicity giiven the talk amounted to a hatf dozen notices, hand printed and on s'tandard ty
p-
rng paper, p'laced •on 'bulQe'tin bo·ards throughout the school. The no'!Ji'ces provided room for 't'he s
tu-
dents to sign their names if they planned to attend. On the day of the scheduled 'talk the lis>ts we
re 
sitill -there but ndt more than a handful of names appeared on them. Still, no further attempt w
as 
made to publicize t'he ta'lk nor m1y adtJion taken. 
The 'telephone caQQ, one hour before she was ito have spoken, was the last that Miss Horan ever 
heard ,of the incident. Never did she receive a note of personal apo'.l!ogy either £Tom the Dean 
or 
from t'he 'OolQege i'tsel'f for -the inconvenience slhe -had suffered. 
Miss Horan, Who had only three wee/ks at home before leaving for the Philippines, consented to 
selt aside this time from her limited leave as a good-wHl gesture to the Oollege. Slhe also had speakin
g 
engagements at Salve Regina, Olass'ical 'High School, 'St. Xavier, and -the Uruiversi'ty of Rh-ode Islan
d, 
where her ta'lks were well received and well attended. 
'This inc1dent shows a i[,ack of preparation -and planning on the part of 'Dean Mierzwa and her staff 
a,nd is an ri.nsult ·to 1Miss Horan. The Anchor does not feel th 1at a teilep'hone call from the switchboard 
operator is rthe proper miy '!Jo make amends for the iasit minute canceUation of a scheduled speake
r. 
The situdenrt senate of 'Rhode J.sland 'College is off to a very slow an'd uneventfulJ. beginning. Three 
meetings have been he1d at which, al-though important matters have been touched on, no concrete 
ac-
tion has been taken. The only things so far actually accomplished are the namling of a Sergeant-a
t-
Arms and a s~udent court head. Oer'tainly such procedural matters are important bu't, we feel th
at 
much · ·v~ cl 'Pr,.,•--.-1 ~•1 busi should have been settled 
n, president of the senate, read a letter written by Ron 
. ---- --- ~.,aq,ea, ims year student government was expected to be a "ball of fire,' one 
which has •apparently fizzled out, much to the disappointment of many of 'the upperclassmen ... We
re 
all the lofty sentiments expressed at the first 1meebing of the General Assembly mere'l.y words?" 
In order to examine this charge, let us takie a few specific problems faced 'by the senate and see 
how they have handled 'them. 
The orgarrizational boards which come under the jurisdiction of the vice"President are just now 
entering the first phases of organization. The reason 'that it'his was not done s·ooner, accord
1ing to tlhe 
vice-president, Tom Santopietro, is that he had difficulty finding the student mimeograph machine, 
and could ndt run off forms for the org,ani:oatioms to fill out. The Anchor submits that tl)is is a rather 
poor excuse. Since there are only some eighteen organiza'tions on campus, the forms could have bee
n 
typed out individually or, for a matter as important as 't!his, permission could have been obtained 
to 
use the mimeograph machine in 'Roberts Ha1'1. 
The end of it all is that three weeks have passed, and two more are likely to do so, before the 
organiza'tional boards cain begin the task of setting up the social calendar. 
Als·o, it was not until the meeting of October l'l, that the senate named a student court head. 
President Danielson explained 'this delay on the grounds ,fuat he had had difficulty ':finding a man 
to 
assume this post. The constituti'on specifies thiat the studenlt cour,t head shall be a senior man. T
he 
Anchor submits that excuses such as these are not good enough. Because of the delay, the student 
court members were unab1e to carry out their duties. Thus, for 't!he first morrth of schodl, 'R.I.C. ope
r-
ated with no student senate supervision. 
Again, the senate justifies their cancellation of the scheduled student senate dance on the grounds 
that :fuere was insufficient time for preparation. And again, nott good enough. The dance is schedule
d 
in 1fue social calendar and the responsi'bre pers-ons of the sena'te had from 'September 14, the openin
g 
day df school, to September 30, 't'be s·cheduled time of 'the dance, to prepare. 
On the dther hand, the Anchor real[zes 1that 'the senate faces many frustrations in their dealings 
wi't!h adm!inistrative heads. The problem of obt-a'ining vending maC"hi.nes to alleviate congestion at th
e 
snack 'bar was pllaced in committee so that 'Mr. Overbey, 'business manager and treasureT of the O
ol-
lege, ,could 'be approached about this miatter. At the October 4 meeting o!f the senate, Llionel Archam
-
bault, 'the comm'ilf!tee head, reported that he had ndt been able to see Mr. Overbey because 'Mr. O·ver-
by was too lbusy Ibo •see him. Prior to 1Jh.lis, Mr. O'Verbey had argued that the students did not wa
nt 
vending machines, therefore, 'the •Co'llege woul'd not gelt them. The Anchor does IJ1ot believe t'his to 
an accurlate 1assump!tio,n on the part of 'Mr. Overbey. Perhaps the students ought to be a'Sked pers•onalJly 
insitead of having their opinions predetermined. 
In addition, Mir. ·Overibey and the powers fillat be, did not bother 't!o allocate Ibo situdent council its 
fllD'ds un'ti'l 1one monlfu after the -opening ·of S'chool. This means fuat student organizations have be
en 
unnecessarily h1aJI1dii'Capped in the initiation of rt'heir yearly programs. 
IBl\lt, i'f 1!he student senate of IR.I.C. is e'Ver to at'tain the goal of effective student government and 
cornibat succes'sfu'lly •apparent administrative apathy, 'it 'is going to have tio do much more with mo
re 
vigor t'han it has 'to date. 'PreS'iden:t GlaJ.ige, -in lhis recent •assemlb'ly address, implied that the studen
t 
governmen't colill.d govern rt'his campus ilf it wou'l.d. 
We agree with (President Galige. We urge the student senate to begin to act with force and pur-
pose. We urge them Ibo li'flt student government out df i'ts pre/Sent state and make it an effective bod
y. 
Security M,easures Lacking 
Curren'i!ly, lfue CoUe-ge is seeking to ·atttract more women students to fill the vacancies in tlhe new 
dormitory. The Anchor doubts the wisdom of tlhis requesit for more resident students when adequate 
prdtedtJion has 'IJlot been provided for tlrose a'lready living on campus. 
The base fiictures :f!or lfue lights, Which have been -~anding bdth empty and useless between Henry 
Barnard and !Mary T. Thorp Hall for •approximately five weeks, ,certainly 'have not provided much 
il-
lumination. The fact that on •September 14 severa[ ine'briated persons stole quiefiy up '1Jhe d•ark d
or-
mi'tory road in the early morning hours and crashed into the dormitory's "prowler proof" seven fo
ot 
fence (see 'the September 19 issue of t<he Anchor) necessitates the question, "Where were the campus 
police?" 
R.I.1C. is •a 1sitate inslf:~tution drawing t!he majority of tj,ts students from the Rihode Island area. At 
Pemlbroke last year, a resident woman student was ·sta'blbed. ]1f such ·an incident 'happened at a sta'
te-
run college ia11:d :to a local. student, it would not only defeat tlhe admin!isitration''S effort to fill '.Mary Tu
c-
keT Thorp Hall, but '<llso would ·evoke stringent criticism oif it'he Oo'!Qege and of t'he laxity of its admi
n-
istra'tion 'in not taking,-proper security measures. 
W,e, there/fore, urge rt'h!alt t'he. college administration, in ovder to protect the resident women stu-
dents, take the fol'lowing measures: 
1. The immediate 'i.n:s'taliation of lights extending from ithe front of Henry B'arnard to the en-
trance ,olf the dormitory; 
2. The hiring df a watchman solely for the dormitory; 
3. The patro1ing of tlhe dormitory area by the campus police at least every 15 minutes fvom 10 
p.m. unlt!il daybreak. 
From The Senate 
Meeting of October 4 vened at 6:3:0 p.m. The budget to-
On Wednesday evening, October tal stood at $17.04. 
4, 'the student senate met for its Under committee reports, Lionel 
weekly session. After t'he minutes Archambault reported that he had 
and preliminary business, 'Bernie melt with Mr. Overbey. He st•ated 
Singleton reported that student thait Mr. Overbey agreed to a meet-
senate had a total of $1'7.04 in Hs ing in three weeks, at w'hiiC'h tlhe 
treasury. studen't senate, Mrs. Lewis, and 
Under Committee reports, Lion- Mr. Over'bey could di•scuss the 
el Archambault reported that his problem of meal prices. Mr. Ober-
meeVing wi!th Mr. Over'bey had bey agreed to order vending ma-
1:>een cancelled and, consequently, chines !Jo a'llevi-ate conges•tion in 
n,o1Jhing had been done about cafe- the cafelteria. He also agreed to 
teria prices. Tom s,antopietro re- have more ashtrays placed in 
poded that he had been unab1e 'to Craig-Lee Lounge. 
contact the organizations conceTn- Tom Siaritopieltro reported t!hat 
ing the •organu.zational boards. He he had contacted all but two of 
sta'ted that he wouQd have t'h'is the organi2Jations, Hel]icon and 
done by -the next mee'ting. Hillel, concerning ·the organization-
Dick Danie'lson, president of stu- al boards. 
deIJlt senate, reported that he had Ron Di Orio repoded on the 
no't yeit found a senfor man to as- conference m. Bo-ston which he h
1ad 
sume the post of s'tudent court attended. The theme of 'the con-
head. ference was, "Te 1acher Educa'tion 
Under new business, Bernie S'in· for a New Age." 
gleton moved to have three late- Ed B'lamires' name was submit-
nesses to student senate count as ted as a candidate foT s'tudent 
one absence. The moti 1on was ap- court head. The Il'Omination was 
proved. Frank Mait!tiucci was approved by a sen:ate vote. 
named Sergean't-at-Arms of the George Fleming inquired as to 
Senate by a unanimous vote. why the M.A.A. aUotmen't was be-
A mdUon to set up a boolk of Ing herd up and Bernie Singleton 
student senate laws was made and explained that the allocalti:on would 
carried. 'The problem of insuffi- be wi~hheld pending an audli't ·of 
cient ashtrays in the lounge of M.A.A. books. 
CraigJLee Hal'l was discussed. Also Bernie 'S'ingleiton moved 1thait 'the 
discussed was the p'ossibili'ty of sena'te support a s'tudent boycott 
seltting andther d-a'te for a student of >the cafeteria by giving five dol-
sena,te dance. lars to help finance the move. The 
moti-on was passed. Bernie Slingle-
Meeting of October 11 ton reported that anocaltlions wou'ld 
The meeting of Octo'ber 1,1 con- be available on Friday, October 13. 
Lett-ers to the Editor 
diminished quruJ1tity, like the chil-
1Mea I Prices Are Outrage dren's por<tions which restaurants 
sell. 
Dear Edirtor, But thi 1s is not •1:ne wors-t. At· 
There seems to be an issue on supper'time the price of a meal, 
fu,j,s campus causing a certain which is approximately t'he same 
amount of ferment among 'the stu- as the noon meal, is $'1.25, an in-
den>Vs--the meal problem. crease of 77 p.c. over last year's 
During the 1959-60 academic meals! 
year, the price of a complete meal What can we, as students, do 
was $.60, Which was quite reason- about 1:'hrs outrage? I'f it'he admin-
able for the fairly substantial meal istration refuses to make a change 
o'btained. Even though the price in the meal situation, we can re-
rose 1!0 $.65 last year, the purchase fuse to buy 'the dinners, both at 
of a meal was still worthwh'i'le. noon and at pjght! Let the kitchen 
However this year 'the situation run at a loss for a 'time; perhaps 
has worse~ed. For the sum of then the meal policy will be re-
$. 7'5, (an increase o!f over 15 p.c.) vamped. 
a student gets a dinner, that while 
stil1 of the same qual'ity, is of 
Bruce A. Blackwell 
Junior 
. . h d I to all educators that 80% of all lndustnal Arts Shg te i high school students do not con-
trnue Vheir education. If these 
Question to the State Officials people must 'be absorbed inlto our 
Why, may we ask, are lfue Indus- society, ll'Ow are they to know 
trialJ. Arlts students of R.I.C. so their interests and talents When 
neglected in comparison to otther we as future industrial ar'ts teach-
situdents of tlhe college? I am re- ers are incapable of giiving them 
£erring 'tlo the inadequate facilities any depth into our field because 
that the students are subjected to. ·of 'the lack of equipment and facil-
Miore spedfically, I am speaking of i:ties we desper'a'tely need. 1 am 
the la'bora'tory space and materials sure 'that everyone undersitiands 
whidh •are availa'ble. F1o•r examp'1e, t!his main problem, for all of us 
why shou'ld a student pay tuition know that a person w'ho must ex-
and be forced to wait as long as press his ideas by the use of his 
two moIJIVhs for 1'a!boria!vory mater- han'ds mu'slt llrave 1'a'borartoTY space 
i•a'ls in order to begin his training. to work in. No -one denies the 
'J'hlis i's va!J.uable '!Jime los,t! Why, matJh department or 'the s
1ci:ence de-
a1!so, mus't an 'lndustria1 Arts situ- partment, or history department, 
dent be forced to take required of ,this in,alienable ri·ght. 
courses at neigh'boring •or even dis- Now you are d'Ou'bting the im-
'tant 'h'igh sC'h100'1s during after pol'tance of '.LA. a'S compared ,to 
school! hours. This idea of "'sub- math, s'cience, or 'history, but you 
-strtute school" was kindly accepted must remember th"1't on'ly in a gen-
by t!he students on a tempo,rary era!l shop does a s<tudent get the 
basis; 'bu't now we find lfl:lat_ t!here opportunity to ,apply these reQated 
is to ~e. no great , ':11leVJ!aljji.?1: of subjects. He can use his [deas, 
tlhe exisbi.ng deplora'b'l.e conditions. plan, anld oroduce it'hese ideas. 
F'or in!s'tance, tlhe state ha'S appro- We do not see where tthe admin-
priated a new s<:1enc~ 'bui'ld~ng for istrati1on O'f the college is at fault 
the 'Oolllege which 1s ito mcl1;1-de for this problem. Never wil!I. we 
only two basi 1c rr.,A. l'alboraitones. forget 11:he he1lp we h·ave received 
There won't be any wood shops, from faculty members advisors 
machine shops, printing shops, or and .admin!i.stra1lion me~bers. W~ 
any other greatly needed l'albora- feeil ltfu.a't the problem concerning 
tories. I.A. 'S-tudeIJlts a,t R.I.G. is due main-
What problems does this ere-ate? ly to the failure of state ofrficiaQs 
First, it means th·at we wi'll con- to 'accept the :importance of I.A. 
1Jinue ,to use h'igh sc'hodl shops. te·achers. 
S•econld'ly, we will neve~ be a truly We do nott wish to cause any 
accepted course even though I.A. misunderstanding, for we feel t'hat 
teachei:s are despe_ra'tely needed. we are being educalted by one of 
The '!ford prolb1em 1•s itlmt the I.A. ,the fin~st educational in'S'ti'tu'tions 
situdent 'hasn't any laboratory on in t'he country. 
campus to which he may go to R. Di Oecce 
work ,on his ideas during ieisure R. Sharkey 
1Jime. F1inally, 'it is a known fiac't Sigma !iota Alpha 
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The Brandenburger Cafe. This is the famous crossing point be-
tween East and West Berlin. The Russian War Memorial is on the lef
t 
side of the street. 
The "Wall." In the vicinity of Friedricter, U. S. Sector. The wall 
is built directly across the road. East German soldiers may be seen
 
directly behind the wall. 
Barbed wire has been drawn across the street at this crossing 
point boardering the U. S. sector. In this vicinity is the only crossing 
point now open to the Allies. 
The modern western building in 1,h,e foreground and the ruins in 
the rear show the contrast in development between East and Wes
t 
Berlin. 
Berliners ,escap.e war threat on crowded beaches. 
Berlin (Continued from Page 1) 
Berlin has everything that a per- ice skate, go to horse races, bicyc
le 
son could want; most nig'hts, one races, auto races (,although ther
e 
can choose from any of ·four con- are only about six organized race
s 
certs, twelve plays, three operas, a year-the daily ones are abo
ut 
at least ten different lectures, as disorganized as those in Pro
v-
probably four hundred movie idence every day, although a b
it 
houses, and ·over six thousand more dangerous here) and, in gen-
night clubs and corner bars. One eral, 'tfuere is never a lack of thing
s 
can hunt, fish, swim, water ski, to do or see here in the 'Divid
ed 
snow ski in winter, roller skate, City. 
Perhaps the one thing that is 
missing, is the freedom to take 
that Sunday afternoon "ride in the 
country." As a kid •I used to hate 
that "ride in fue country" more 
t'han anything else-except maybe 
liver, but now I begin to realize, 
not how wonderful that ride in 
the country is, but rather, how 
wonderful it is to have !Jhe choice 
of being a'ble to take that ride 
when and if you so desire. 
The present generation here 
spends most 'Sundays at the Wann-
see (Lincoln W,oods Reservation 
many times over) or walking in 
the Gruenewald, but the older 
folks begin to weep when they 
tell about the "good old days" 
when they went for a ride to the 
Muegelsee (now East Berlin) and 
into the surrounding countryside. 
And now, finally, the younger 
people are beginning to wake up 
to the harsh realities of living in 
almost 1!he same world as Com-
munism and its ruthless air of un-
certainty and ever-changing poli-
cies. Yes, here is the real crisis 
in Berlin-uncertainty. 
What thinking young man or 
woman wants to get married, live, 
and raise a family, under the pall 
of impending Communism? To-
morrow the Reds could seal West 
Berlin off from the West just as 
quickly as they sealed West 'Ber-
lin off from East Berlin (and to-
morrow would be a likely time 
since the Reds almost always 
choose to act Saturday night while 
the Amis are celebrating, knowing 
that it will be sometime Monday 
before someone with any authority 
decides that it is too late to do 
anything). 
So what? you might ask, Berlin 
has everything a man could want. 
Granted. And one can always go 
to West Berlin by train or car, if 
he's not a refugee-refugees must 
fly because if they get caught 
traveling through East Gemiany, 
they are put in jail for fleeing, 
which is considered a crime 
against the state-for a vacation 
or even for the weekend. But 
keep in mind that gas is 55 cents 
a gallon and it is 110 miles just 
to the border. Very few Ber-
liners make much more than $125 
dollars a month, living costs are 
lower here but rarely is an apart-
ment less than $40 a month. Try 
to feed a family of three or four 
on what is left-and don't forget 
clothes, newspapers, gas and light, 
etc. 
But I digress-what does one 
expect for tomorrow? Perhaps 
there will be no more travel al-
lowed on the Auto-bahn for Ber-
liners-they can't stop the Allies 
(supposedly) but no treaty says 
they have to let' Berliners use the 
Autobahn. , 
never been out of the county, but 
this was your own choice. If you 
had been forbidden to leave, it 
would be something entirely dif-
ferent. Try to imagine how you 
would feel if · everytime you 
wanted to go to Boston you had 
to fly. (Think in terms of money 
-be a true American-if you 
must.) 
And, basically, this is what is 
facing the young Berliner today. 
Many Berliners feel it is only a 
matter of time before we give Ber-
lin in compromise (is he wrong to 
feel so?) and it will not be long 
before we think about conceding 
on West Germany. Probably it is 
best to get ouit now and get an 
early start on getting settled in 
the West (Go West, young Ber-
liner). The stampede hasn't started 
yet, but the inquiries are being 
made. 
This leaving of Berlin is even 
more serious if one understands 
the German and particularly the 
Berliner. These people are proud 
of their capital (Bonn is only 
This doesn't have to be an out- temporary) and love her dearly. 
right decree against using the This is perhaps well illustrated b
y 
Autobahn - just a warning that the 1953 uprising when worker
s 
anyone caught spying on East Ger- fought Russian tanks with stone
s 
many will be put in jail. So, in and bare hands and now whe
n 
the next few days, several Berlin crowds on both sides of •the borde
r 
families are caught "spying" and throw stones at heavily arme
d 
soon the Autobahn is used by very VOPOs. The West Berliners on
ly 
few West Berliners. This leaves get wet or cry a little but the Ea
st 
only the airways, and probably not· Berliners are beaten with nigh
t-
one married man in fifty can af- sticks and then jailed. And, 
in 
ford to fly his family to the Zone vain, because every day the resi
s-
for a vacation once in five years, tance becomes weaker and th
e 
much less every year. West does nothing but defend i
ts 
I don't imagine that any of you stand. No offensive, no positive 
can imagine yourself confined for- solutions. Nothing. It's time 
to 
cibly to Providence County. There think about heading West whi
le 
may be some of you who have we can. 
4 
Construction Underway 
With construction begun on the There will be a total of 197 in-
library, the science building, and dividual study carrels on the three 
Che new dining hall, plans for the floors when the library has been 
expansion of the college campus completed. 
are at last beginning 'to mareria- The science building, designed 
lize. by Charles A. Maguire, will have 
The library being built by the two floors where laboratories for 
Sterling Engineering and Construe- psychology, physics, chemistry, 
tion Co., Inc., will be located north general science, and biology, as 
of Craig-Lee Hall. It has been well as two smaller labs for ad-
moved from its originally-planned vanced work, will be located. 
position, north-west of Henry Bar- There will also be two separate 
nard School, to 1:he site of the lecture halls, one designed to seat 
baseball field, in order to central 300 and the other, 100 students; 
ize the available facilities. thirty-one faculty offices; and frve 
The building, which is sched- classrooms which may later be 
uled for completion in the fall of converted to laboratories. 
1962, will be a two story structure. A half-basement in the building 
Gray-blue slate will be use<l for will provide shops for the indus-
Che exterior wal1s. To give the lib- trial arts curriculum. 
rary a more orna 1te appearal'.i.ce, Th 1 d ·1 b 
white concrete structural members e comp ete st ructure Wl l e similar in appearance to the orig-
will be expose<l. A pale green, inal campus buildings and will be 
glare-reducing glass, will be used built with brick of a matching 
for the windows. color by the Nanni Building Oo. of 
The sh·ucture will have two full Johnston. This building should be 
floors and a deep basement, where ready for use next fall. 
a mezzanine will eventually be Both the library and the science 
added. The building is designed building will be wired for closea l 
so it will be used to its full capa- circuit television. 1 
city of 870 students and 300,000 
THE ANCHOR 
"Gay Fowler" 
volumes after the completion of The new dining center, under S h G 
three phases of development. construction by Lanborghini, Chris- op s et Record 
When the building is first toph and Pipka of Eas,t Greenwich, 
opened, there will be room to seat is also scheduled for completion 
550 students and store 147,000 vol- in September, 1962. It will be a 
Attendance 
umes steel and aluminum structure, 
· . walled on one side with specially 
"Have you heard?" 
"About wbat?" 
"A'bout the soph-frosh dance that 
was held on October 6." 
"No." In the first ph~~e, there_ will be tinted gray glass to filter out part 
a complete televis10n studio locat- of the sun's heat. 
ed on the ground floor, for our "No! Why it was mobbed-like 
closed circuit system, as well as On the main floor, beneath a there were people all over the 
typing rooms, stacks, and study twenty foot mezzanine, there will place-Uke you h'ad to do the two 
carrels. be several banquet-meeting rooms, step all night." 
on the main floor, there will be the main dining area, and the kit- "Like lrow many people were 
chen. there?" 
a large reading room w'lrich will "About 572_,, 
seat at least 148, which, by In the basement, there will be "Really-gads!" 
the use of bookshelves, will be div- an area described by R:alph Lam- "The-eh-president of the 
ided into four sections. On the borghini as a "hostel-type accom- sophomore class-eh-L'ionel Arch-
same floor, will be two reading modation" for as many as twenty ambault-was so happy he said-
roo~s seating 72, which ~11 be male commuters. eh-"This was a record attendance 
ava:i~ble Jt !~s1ugwho wish to The mezzanine, combined with for any soctal activity given at the 
smo e w e ~ · the main dining area will accom- college. This is ' another ,sopho-
The tOJ? floor will house the col- modate 1,000 students at each of more class first. We would like 
lege curriculum researc~ _c~nter as the main dining area, wi'll accom- to thank all those who attended, 
well as a fine arts exhibition cen- day. especially the freshmen class." 
ter, gz;aduate study offices, three "He said that?" 
classrooms, and three conference Tables and chairs on th e 60 by "Those were his ex,act words!" 
rooms. There will also be a read- 120 foot outside terrace will pro- "Who was responsible for this 
ing room located on this floor. vide additional dining space when mob scene?" 
The installation of a partial wea th er permits. "Josephine Squillante and Tom 
mezzanine on the ground fl-oor, A second structural phase calls Izzo, social committee co-chair-
thus PTOViding room for 69,300 for the building of a faculty din- men." 
volumes and 104 study carrels, ing room accommodating one hun- 'Who blew the flute and hit the 
constitutes the second phase of dred. leather for this dance?" 
development. 
"Bob Emma and his orchestra." 
"Did they really have trees in 
the lounge and cafeteria?" 
''Trees covered with balloons, 
and then there were balloons on 
the ceiling, bal'loons on the air 
vents, balloons, balloons . . . " 
"That dance sounds like it was 
great. When did you say the next 
sophomore dance would be?" 
"I didn't say!" 
Alpha Psi Omega 
Holds Dance 
A'lpha Psi Omega held i1ts "Lucky 
Nite" Record Hope Friday, the 
13th of October. The informal 
dance began at 8 p.m. and ended 
at midnight wi<th ,the awarding of 
a special doorprize. 
The dance was co-ordinated by 
Judi Duffney and Lori Cimini, 
with a committee of {Jlaire 
O'Rlourke, Sue GuilatJte, Carol Mar-
tino, Mary Jane Lepley, Ron Gaud-
reau and Mike Ranalli. 
The third phase involves the 
elimination of the graduate offices, 
the three classrooms, the fine arts 
center, and the T.V. studio. This 
will provide space for the seating 
of another 250 students. When 
the mezzanine is completed, there 
will be storage rooms for 85,000 
volumes and space for 50 more 
people. 
SIC FLICS 
Boiler Bursts In 
Whipple Gymnasium 
Members of the tennis and field 
hockey clubs interrupted their ac-
tivities on Monday, October 2, 
when a cloud of yellow smoke with 
a peculiar odor· poured out of the 
gymnasium -chimney. Shortly, 
there was a blast followed by a 
cloud of black smoke, as one of 
the boilers exploded. 
Other clubs, meeting in the gym-
nasium, filed oult, as the fire 1alarm 
sounded. The approaching fire 
trucks brought a large crowd to 
see what the excitement was all 
about. 
The explosion blew out a jalou-
sie window, crack'ed the brick lin-
ing in the boiler, and forced the 
boiler to bulge in two places. The 
blast apparently resulted from an 
accumulation of gases. 
A maintenance man, Thomas 
O'Hara, was in an upper level of-
fice when the explosion occurred. 
He was not hur-t. Ernest L. Over-
bey said the other bailer is suffi-
cient to heat the building while 
the damaged one is being repaired, 
aince both are used only in sub-
zero weather. 
"I think Professor Armitage will agree 
with me that our administrative staff 
is of the highest caliber!" 
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES! 
AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD-NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY 
T owl en Entertains 
An outstanding performance by 
the nineteen year-old pianist, •Gary 
Towlen, was presented at the Octo-
ber 5 college assembly. 
Hailed by critics since his New 
York debut recital at the age of 
twelve, the Columbia University 
junior is a master of the instru-
ment. 
Mr. Towlen has a brilliant tech· 
nique and firm control of every 
key; the tones produced are clear 
and distinct; there is rarely a slur 
of sound. 
The young pianist displays a 
great feeling for the music he 
plays. His touch is light and 
smooth, but there is power and 
rapid hand movement when need-
ed. The variety of his selections 
showed Mr. Towlen's versatility to 
be comparable to his skill. 
Uncommited Third 
Determining Factor 
"This is what we have to sell: 
Free<lom!" Mrs. Rozella Switzer, 
the guest speaker for chapel, Oc-
tober 5, 1961, emphatically s'bated 
that America's greatest product is 
freedom. But, it is also her great-
est problem, continued Mrs. Swit-
zer. America is trying to keep 
Africa free from Oommumsm and, 
at the same time, is fighting civil 
strife on her own home front. 
How can America preach equality 
in other lands when segregation 
is present in her own South? How 
can she, as a nation, expect world 
support, when she belies her own 
teachings and refuses the Negro 
equal status? 
Mrs. Swi'tzer reminded her aud-
ience that the non-whites, the "un-
committeed third," are actually 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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The Anchor sportlite this week 
shines on Norman 1Camp, starting 
fullback on the R.I.C. soccer ream. 
Norm, now in his senior year, has 
been a leading force on the team 
since his sophomore year. He is 
rated 'by his lteam-ma'tes as the best 
man on the team to play at full-
back position. 
When 1asked 1lo pinpoint some I 
of 11:he problems thalt lthe team will 
be faced with, Norm reported, 
•~scoring an early goal will be one 
of our main problems." !Jooking I 
to the future of file team, he re-
all.1-res 'tihalt, " ... althouglh we must 
be concerned with next year's 
team, we have to seek our ma:in 
objective now which is to capture 
t'he conference title t'his year." 
Norm fee'ls t'hlat with the team's 
potent'i•al and its proven abtlfi.ty in 
the games wi'th Keene and Willi-
mantic, despite the defeat at t'he 
hands of ,Castleton, that the con-
5 
Rock Reveals Rivalry 
ference title is not >an impossible 
Let 's L·ook at Sports goal. R.I.C. a
nd our strongest There are small rocks and there the cl'ass of '631, haV'ing recently 
competi'tor, Fitchburg, are faV'Ored are big rocks, rough rocks and, won the College anchor, decided to 
to capture 't'he conference title smooth rocks, bult Rlhode Island make the rock into ,a pseudo-
By Tony Mancini marker early in the third period, 'this yea:r. College 
has THE ROICK. Situated shrine. 
making it a decisive 4-0 victory Re-emphasizing the need for stu- on the crest of the road leading to Before the close of the Oo11ege 
The R.I.•C. soccer squad for the Anchormen. Wilth the play- dent support of file ream, Norm the college, the rock has been year, 'the rock was repainted by 
d b B in,rl;on Oofilecre ing :field sl·oppy and muddy >after remtarked "I !believe the team painted many times. 
the classes of '63 and '6'1. 
squeeze Y arr 
0
" b two days of rainy weather, this ptlays better and /has much more 'J'.his tradition began lalte last 
I Shortly, before the ~pening of 
and Durfee Tech by identical incentive to win w'hen we know spring when several members of I Oo~lege, . nowever, the Juruor~ re-
scores of 1-0. Previous to this, victory typffi.es 
th e efforts of our that """e fans are behi'nd us cheer- ------------- pamted it, neatly and attra-0tiv~y team to win the league champion• cu 
they •suffered two defeats, winding s'b' ing us on to victory. The spirit A ( ( R c• d H • for !heir sister class. But th_e in-
up tt'heir pre-season schedule with ip. of the team is the highest I've • • • • rim s ousmg I commg freshmen had other ideas 
a 2-2 record. The Anchormen blanked Willi- seen in my 'three years on the and chose to change the design 
Date in the third period of the ~a~c State dTeac~:rs Oollege t5-h0 team." Ma1· or Problem Here : wi'fu illegible sfcri'bblingk. h k 
m rne secon cow.erence ma c , Active in bdtlh Ka a Delta Phi . . In the pas~ ew wee s t e roe_ 
Barrington game on Sept. 
27
• keeping alive 'fueir string of four d Ka a Dellta i; fra'termties The Sltate Advisory Comm1ttee I has once agam changed face. ThiS 
Ohuck 'Moffit scored on a penalty corrsecut'ive shutouts. Mancini t:rm h~ also a'Chieved the h•ono; 0'11 •Oivil Rights ~ound that the gen- time the sopho~ore class paint~d 
kick, providing th e w;inning g~al. kept his torrid scoring pace 'by f b . g na d t Who's Who ·nl eral race reltations beltween the the rock a solld color and chis-
To bolster the tea:m s defensive sinking two goais in the first ~e~1~an .~~e ~ and Unive~i- ~1te. and the non-W'h'ite popula- e~ed in tJhe number, '64, w'hich has 
line, Ooac'h 'Bogda put Tony M'a:n- perrod. Chuck !Moffit scratched ti g I tion m Rhode J<sland has been srnce been covered, and recovered 
cini at halfback and G_e?rge FleIJ?--two more goials to his scoring rec- es. . . . very good. Generally spe•aking, all by the freshmen. 
ing ~t _fullback. positiO'll. This ord, and Ed VaHee gained the first Norm also is an avid tenms minority groups have received\ Reactions of various members 
com'brnation proV'ide? the ~eeded goal of his soccer career to com- p1ayer, an~ has played on the 
1
1 equal treatment by all levels of of the student body were sought 
stronger defense, srnce prior to plete the IR.I.tC. scoriing. R.l.'C. tenrus rerun for. two yeai:s. government. Transportation, stores, concerning the rock. Mo'st believe 
this the hooters had allowed 13 He exprE:Sses great n~terest m eating establishments, and recrea- it to be a symbol of class spirit 
goa!J's to sneak through the line. In 
th e game wi'th Oasfileton la!st youth _achievement, and 1s present- tional :f1acilities offer equal accom-1 and competition. Many hope that 
Tuesday, :the Anchormen met 'fueir 1 dt B s t 1 "' 
With t'hree minutes to go in the first defeat at the hands of a Y a ive as a 'OY cou eauer. modattions to all who seek 'them. i't will be so established tt'hat w'hich-
game wifil Durfee Tech, Ed B'la- superior squad. 'In the first quar- There have been no incidents of ever class possesses the anchor 
mires scored t'he goal which se- ter, the team showed ·considerable interracial violence. The major sin-
1
1 will be in charge of the rock's 
cured the 1-0 victory for the team. strengt'h 'in their defensive line, w t h f gle problem i's housing. maintenance. But the consensus 
An oUlts'1Janding display by the re- but as the game progressed they a C Or The biggest barrier Ito improve-1 was that ~hoe~er paints the rock 
organized defensive backifiel'd bega:n Ito show signs of weakening. ment is the lack of mutual knowl- should do it without secrecy-and 
sparked ifille team to their second edge and undersband1ng between do it well. 
str • ht h t t This weakening was due in part F t • ,.,,. t mg s u OU . ron 1e r white and colored people. mOS 1 
In the first game of the ten to :the injuries suffered by the top white landtords and real-estate w R A 
scorer, Tony Mancini, and lthe brokers refuse 'to lease, seU, or ,
1 
game con>feren:ce, we pl'ayed host , · '"'" R'' · B "h uff ,,., goa11e, ,nno rccio. o, s ereu rent to ""e colore"'. Bult, as many • • • 
to 'Keene ·S'ta'te Teacherls College. 1 · · · Th 1 -"' _,,.,._ N h "'1 u 
n'h eg mJuries. e oss vi .,-1,,uer • t incorrecfly surmise, often their ac- R d 
Co-cap'tain Tony 'Mlanci~,. al'fuo_U5u of these men may change the I g . 0 u n u p 
hampered wiith a knee lllJury smce hopes th'alt R.I.C. 'has for the Con- tions are not results of their own , -
.n.. N B df d game led the prejudice. A land~ord may fear , , . 
R.~.IC. e:ffen~e o~Y scoring . three. ference champi'O'll's'bip. 'tha't his neighbors will o'bject and . T!1e ':'7'omans Re~reation Asso-
goals ,Chuck 'Moffit contributed a In Vhe second 'hal_lf, Castleton ex- Saturday he t'herefore does not want to risk cration 1s a composi 1te of several 
. ploded with four closely paced his social standing in it:he neigh- ~lu~s'. each of w'hich . offers the 
goals which knocked the w'ind November 4 borhood and community. A real- md~vidual an opportu_mty to learn 
right out ·of the IR.I.C. defenders. estate ager..tt may feel ~hat he or rmprove on t'h_e skills necessary 
Indian Student Final score was 'Oastle'ton 7, 'R.IJC. would be placing his reputation in to compete ably m a ch?sen sport. 
2. Sponsored by jeopardy and, therefore, not want- Ever~ woman _enrolled m the co_l-
d C 
in" to risk his business he takes lege is a nommal member of this 
Stu ies On ampus Kappa Delta 'Phi t'h; sa:fer easier cours~ and re- 1 association, but needs to join a 
How many American 1,tudents needs the student may have during fuses the 'Negro. club to become an 
1active member. 
r "'ali'ze how fortunate they are to his :firs't year. 
Recently Rhode 11sland has un- Participati?n in th ese clubs is 
0 ' • 1 voluntary, smce you choose the 
live in a nation w'here a cdllege A: sp?nso~ is necessai:y because here for the beginning of !!he dertaken a massive urba~ rene~a spor't or activity that interes<ts you. 
education is av,ailable to most who of m1;m1grat10n laws which ?O not semester. program. J!t was understood that I 's't t· . g· b al'fi d 
'd · permit a student to work m the ,fi Id have to be n: rue ion is iven Y qu i e 
desire it; w'here scholarslhip ru is ., . Pheroza had to buy her plane ·some sacrr ces wou persO'llnel and is geared to each 
available to most who need it; "f!ruted SVates u~til ~e has eStab- ticket to the States on the "fly ~ade an? many people wou~d be person's level of ability w'hich may 
where more and better educational lished one years residence. now pay later plan" as she could rnconvemenced by t'he necessity of b 'th b . . t d' t 
facilities are being provided for After a student has a sponsor, not cover the expense of 'the tic- mov~ng. But, to the Negr~, the o: ,a~va~~ed.eginner, rn erme ia e, 
fue younger generation? he must be accept~d by a college. ket at th t· sacrifices are sma'l.l. He will be . 
. When a student 1s accepted, and e ime. . rewarded by seeing new housing . ~e ~am purpose o! the asso-
The people of ~enca ha_ve al- he has a sponsor, the student must . ~ow ti:iat she _is h_ere, Pheroza development take the place of his ciation is not to create 1afuletes, but 
ways t~en a gre'.1t m~erest m the then apply for a visa. When the is m a difficult situation. old down-1rodden neighborhood. rather to enable every woman to 
educat10n of their children.. For visa is granted, the student may It was the help of t'he Francis- He will see, slowly at first, but acti".ely participate in an extra 
hundreds _of year~ the education of then proceed to the States to be- cans, w'hom Phe:roza worked for as surely, other neglected areas being curlicular sports progvam. 
the American child has been ad~- gin his studies. a kindergarten teacher in India, torn down and replaced by suit- On October 19th, members of 
quately provided for, a:nd Amen- Many foreign students however that got Pheroza to the States. In a'ble housing In the near future the Association's Tennis ·Club and 
can childrei:i have been. _given do not go through the prope; the rush to get to the States tfhe Civil Rights Commission hopes Field Hockey Club will compete 
great educational opportumties. channels, for they rt!hink thalt all 'the factor of a sponsor Was some- the housing problem in Rhode Is- with clubs from the University of 
Now that the world is becoming they need do is get to the States how overlooked. 'Pheroza now land will have improved consider- Rhode Island. The 'Field Hockey 
smaller because of the great mass and the educa'tion factli'ties Will be has no one to take care of her ably and all present information Olub will play four college teams 
communication facilities available, provided for them. This is when debt of 738 dollars, which is the indicates fuat it will. from the New England area 
the American people are looking Americans must come into action cost of her plane ticket. 
abroad to the many students w'ho and not let students w'ho des·ire Because Phero2la has this debt 
desire to study in the United to study here be sent home be- and no sponsor, immigration o:ffi-
States. The education of foreign cause of a lack of :finances. The cials have permitted her to work. 
students in the States 'is now an way Americans react toward for- The amount she will make cannot 
educational factor with w'hich the eign students is very important, possibly cover her debt. 
American people must cope. for these st~dents li.n~vitably. c~y The students of Rhode Isla?d 
back to their countries their 1m- Oollege now have an opportumty 
In ~rder to come to the States, pressions of America. to s'bow the world what the young 
a foreign stu?~nt must go 'tbroug~ The students on our campus now Americans are really like. They 
~any form:tlities. These formali- have an opportunity to learn may show that they are concerned 
ties are designed to pro~ect the s~u- first hand the problems of a for- with fue reception that foreign 
den~ fro~ any financial worries eign student. students receive in the States. Or, 
durmg his :first year of study. Pherom Madon is a special stu- they may show the apathy that is 
Ml foreign students must have dent on our campus. She flew generally accredited to them. 
a sponsor, a person who will pro- from her home in India on the The choice is up to t~e students. 
vide for any and ·all :financial third of September in order Ito be Will they make the nght one? 
"The Church in t e Round" 
invites you to 
Worship-Study-Koinonia 
and Service 
Sunday morning worship 
Services-9:30 and 11:00 a.m. 
University Forum-
10:00 a.m.-2nd Floor 
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(In the heart of downtown Providence) 
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Seni.o,rs Evaluate B,ernard 
From time to time it is neces-
sary for people to examine the in-
stitutions about them to see if the 
ins'titU:·tions are fulfilling the pur-
poses for which they were de-
signed. 
The people in a town may find 
that a town council form of gov-
ernment 'is not as good as a 'home 
c·harter; they vote to adopt a 
clharter. 
A country looks at its policy of 
school segregation and finds it an 
institution to be abhorred; it 
adopts anti-segregation laws. 
Before there can be any action, 
however, if action is necessary, 
there must be a clear objective 
examination of the institution, so 
that what is good may be kept and 
what is bad may be discarded. 
With the idea of •a clear objec-
tive examination in mind seniors 
at the College were asked to ex-
amine the Barnard system of prac-
tice teaching, a system which in-
fluences every student. 
The students were asked the 
following questions: 
1. Did you find your Barnard 
experience of value to you in 
your student teaching? 
2. Do you feel tll.at the learning 
atmosphere of the Barnard 
school approximates the at-
mosphere of the public school 
or do you feel that it pos-
ses a character apart from 
the average school? 
3. What changes would you 
recommend, if any, in the 
Barnard system? 
In answer to t'he first question, 
most of the students felt tll.at their 
Barnard experience had been of 
some value, but 't!he value ranged 
from giving the student a feeling 
of confidence to helping him be-
come acquained with classroom 
procedures. 
One student regarded Barnard 
as "a foundation upon which to 
build future teaching skills and 
abilities." 
Another student felt that Barn-
ard was of value in the sense that 
it gave her "a feeling of success as 
far as my own teaching ability 
is concerned." 
In describing the atmosphere at 
Barnard, the students generally 
agreed that Barnard's atmosphere 
was different from the atmos-
phere of the public school. 
The students did not lay Barn-
ard's uniqueness to any one situ-
ation. 
"Every school situation is 
unique," said one student, "and it 
would be impossible to combine aU 
of these situations into one lab-
oratory school." 
One student mentioned that he 
thought some of the public schools 
were similiar to Barnard in their 
faculties and teaching methods, 
bu't that "the children at Barnard 
are of a higher socio-economic 
level and thui you get a different 
attitude toward learning." 
'Ilhe idea that Barnard is sup-
possed to present an ideal teach-
ing situation was another way in 
. which one student explained 'Barn-
ard's atmosphere. 
Some students did not describe 
the atmosphere as unique, but one 
student said, " ... I believe that 
the students on the whole are 
more exceptional than in public 
sc'hools throughout the state." 
By answering the first two ques-
tions, the seniors were in a sense 
examining the Barnard · system. 
'I1he third question was asked to 
see if the system was still fulfill-
ing the purpose it was intended to 
fulfill, and if there was a need for 
change. ' 
Again the students were divided 
on their answers. While one felt 
that there weren't any major 
changes that would make Barnard 
any better than it is, another felt 
that there should be less stress 
on educational theory and more 
sttress on subject matter. 
As for the student body at Barn-
ard, a student remarked, "They 
should try to achieve a greater 
range of ability and background in 
the student body." 
'Said another, "I do not feel that 
the students should 'be exposed to 
a situation where so many peo-
ple are observing them direct-
ly. Rather, facilities should be 
prt>vided for observation to be out-
side of the classroom." 
Briefly then, the students have 
examined an institution that af. 
fects them. They have found some 
parts of it 'valuable, and other 
parts 1!hat could be improved. 
Maybe some action will be neces-
sary, or maybe there won't be a 
need for any action. 
But, the students have begun 
to question, to look for the good 
and preserve it, to find that which 
is valueless and discard it. This 
kind of examination is what makes 
colleges, or any institution, strong-
er, and better able to fulfill its 
purpose. 
How Do They Do It? 
The average college student has 
little more to worry him than his 
studies and possibly a part time 
job. But what •happens when the 
student decides to marry and start 
a family of his own? Complica-
tions arise. 
Any married student will agree 
that he could easily become . the 
author of "I Led Three Lives," 
for he must work, study, and run 
a household while attempting to 
mainta 1in his health. 
The facts remain that before 
graduation three men out of ten 
and one woman out of eight will 
have accepted the responsilbilities 
of married life. These are nation-
wide statistics and R:I:C. under-
graduates are certainly following 
the trend. 
Without a doubt, the major 
problem facing married students 
is financial. The married man in 
college must work part time and 
study part time. The situation is 
doubly. difficult if both man and 
wife are attending classes. 
The weekdays of the average 
married student are hectic ones. 
Most of the men work six days a 
week, allowing only Sundays for 
study. 
It takes a mentally and emotion-
ally mature person to successfully 
shoulder the marital responsibil-
ites wh'ile in college. They all, 
however, would do the same thing 
all over again. 
Attend 
First 
R. I. C. 
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The Purple ·Noon 
The Purple Noon, directed by 
Rene Clement, is currently being 
presen'ted at the Avon Cinema. 
English subtitles are used with 
the original French dialogue. 
The screen play is based upon 
the not uncommon plot in which 
one man kills another and assumes 
his victim's identity. The story 
is complicated by the fact that the 
killer covets not only the victim's 
material wealth, but also his at-
tractive girl friend who knows the 
murderer as a friend of her fiance. 
The film is made particularly 
interesting by the fact that the 
rather ordinary plot is secondary 
in importance, being overshadowed 
by action and by character study. 
Critical Review 
Although it seems somewhat 
long and drawn out at times, scene 
chopping techniques and certain 
moments of real tension help to 
alleviate the situation. 
The use of periods of complete 
silence, combined with an exciting 
musical score by Nino Rotta, the 
vivid color in which the Mediter-
ranean is shown, and the photo-
graphy of the Italian villages and 
harbors make this a very effective 
film. 
On The Waterfront 
On The Waterfront, an Academy 
Award winning motion picture, 
will be shown at the college on 
Wednesday, October 18. 
Budd Schulberg's hard hitting 
screenplay deals with the crime 
situation on the New York water-
front of not many years ago. All 
the grim details of the racketeer-
ing tactics used at that time are 
recorded as the film becomes 
reality under the skillful and sen-
sitive direction of Elia Kazan. 
The performances of Marlon 
Brando, Eva Marie Saint, Lee J. 
Cobb, Karl Malden, and Rod 
Steiger are of superior quality. It 
was for his part in the film that 
Marlon Brando received the Acad-
emy Award for the best perform-
ance in the leading role. I 
A powerful screenplay, an able 
director, and accomplished actors 
are all the necessary ingredients 
of a fine motion picture. 
Highly recommended. 
~;6Would you volunteer to man 
the first pace station ...
if odds for survival wete 50-50? 
0 YES 
6 Ate you faking 




Stay fresh with L'M 
• Any way you look at them-L&M's taste bet-ter. Moisturized tobac-
cos make the difference! 
Yes, your tl;l,ste stays 
fresh with L&M-they 
_always treat you right! 
BM 
FILTERS 
LIGGETT & MYERS TOSACCC 
0 NO 
@Do you usually 
buv. cigateffes 
in the soft pack 
-or box?' 
0 SOFT PACK 
I di.I. ,.,,,.,.,, .. ~HJ. 
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It's sporty, it's speedy, it's a SPR!.TE ... and it's yours! 
All you have to do is like win! 
'••························································•.•·························"•'•'•"••❖-•-······ 
DM\: I . 
Fl LTERS 
LIGGETT 8. MYERS TOBACCO CO. FOR NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE STUDENTS 
uGqerr e, MYERS TOBACCO co. 
PACK OR BOX 
Here's the story, man. Eight, count 'em, 
eight of these swinging Sprites will go to 
eight guys or gals in New England colleges. 
The other 44 states strictly don't count. Get 
the picture, get the odds? This is one deal 
you've got to get in on. 
First thing to do, get your hand on a Regis- · 
tration Envelope, which gives you the easy 
Contest Rules. You'll find Registration 
Envelopes everywhere-all around campus 
and in your local smoke shops.-Our Liggett 
& Myers Campus Rep has stacks of them, 
too- so track him down. 
Next, you take a little quiz. It's printed right 
on the envelope, see, it's about sports cars 
and you can do it in like 47 seconds. Then 
smoke 5 wonderful packs of Chesterfields 
8 
PRIZES 8 
NEW ENGLAND WINNERS 
'62 SPRITES 
or L&M's ( or,if you're a menthol man,Oasis ), 
tear the bottom panels off all 5 packs, tuck 
them in the envelope, sign your name and 
mail it. 
Now comes the brain work. If you pass the 
quiz you'll receive a limerick in the mail 
with the last line missing. So finish it! Send 
in the best rhyme you can think of. If the 
judges (ah independent, impartial lot) 
REGULAR OR KING 
think your line is the cleverest, you're like 
behind the wheel of your Sprite already. 
Enter incessantly! Because there are '8 
Sprites up for grabs, dad! The 4 winners of 
the Fall Contest will be announced at the 
end of the Fall Semester. Then the whole 
1 
jazz goes into high gear again-and toward 
the end of the Spring S.emester the other 4 
Sprites go on the block. So stay with it all 
year - keep smoking those wonderful 
Chesterfield, L&M or Oasis cigarettes-keep 
trying! Win, man! 
Buy 5 packs and get started. There will be 
8 new '62 Sprites on the campuses of'little 
old New :England by next May, and you 
might as well jingle the keys to one of them 
in your jeans ... right? 
GET WITH THE GRAN.D PRIX ... ENTER TODAY, ENTER INCESSANTLY! 
7 
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8 THE ANCHOR 
Africa Seen Land o,f Contrast 
By Lorna Duphiney 
"Africa is a land of contrasts," 
explained Prof. :Marion Wright, 
chairman of the division of social 
studies, who participated in a ten 
week tour of Africa this summer. 
ish control in East Africa, and the 
contrasting neutralist countries 
such as Egypt. We met minority 
Negroes and Indians in the South, 
and minority whites in the Congo." 
As an example of these con-
trasts, lvliss Wright told of her 
trip along the west coast. While 
the tour members were given 
french cuisine and state rooms, 
four hundred passengers were 
forced to eat and sleep on deck. 
school in Johannesburg; Phyllis A. 
Gardner, a teacher at The School 
of Arts and Crafts in Johannes-
burg; and Louise W. Holborn, a 
professor of Government at Con-
necticut College. 
"I had an idea that there were 
contrasts in Africa," she contin-
ued," but I didn't realize the de-
gree. In ten weeks we saw the 
land of the Moslems where few 
whites live, the industrial society 
of the Union of South Africa, the 
problems of transition from Brit-
"The contrast between tremend-
ous wealth and extreme poverty is 
evident everywhere" she contin-
ued. "For instance, one day we 
were received with luxury •and re-
gality at 'the court of the Emperor 
of Ethiopia, Haile Selassie, and not 
long afterwards in Egypt we spent 
the night sharing a room with a 
donkey." 
It's not possible to transmit 
fully the enthusiasm and earnest-
ness Miss Wright conveyed dur-
ing the interview. The trip was 
too extensive to be covered in one 
article. However, later on in the 
year, 'Miss Wright is planning to 
show the slides and pictures she 
has of her tour. 
Uncommitted 3rd Students Act 
In Met Opera· 
An emergency call came to 
Rhode Island College for men to 
play walk on roles in the Metro-
politan Opera production. of Car-
men at the Veteran's 'Memorial 
Auditorium Saturday evening, the 
seventh of October. Six men in 
all answered the call. They were 
ILionel Archambault, '64, Paul 
Bessette, '64, Tom Pezzullo, '64, 
Gordon Rowly, '64, Andy Toolan, 
'·64, and Ed Rondeau, '62. The ex-
periences they encountered during 
their night at the opera were 
sometimes amusing, sometimes be-
wildering, and sometimes unbe-
lieveable. 
We asked Miss Wright for a 
thumbnail sketch of African life, 
but in view of the many contrasts 
within the continent, she said that 
there is no African life as such. 
During the tour, Miss Wright 
noticed that everyone was very 
willing to explain the problems 
t'hat Africa is facing as it emerges 
into world import;ance. The peo-
ple, wi1!h their problems, are afraid 
of being misunderstood by the 
rest of the world. 
"-Everyone had some story to 
tell you explaining something so 
you'd understand them-on the as-
sumption that you didn't. Eli.ther 
the blacks thought the whites 
didn't understand them, or we en-
countered Egyptian neutralists or 
white politicians explaining their 
case. 
(Continued from Page 4) 
going to determine the fate of the 
world. America and her allies 
repres·ent one.!third •of tt!he world 
and Russia and her a11ies repre-
sent ano>~her. Thus f1ar the Negro, 
'"the uncommitted," has remained 
sillent. There now exislts a b 1alance 
of power between 'Russia and 
America. Bult •the nation -that 
sways the rron-whirte popufa1:iion 
into commitment wiH h10'1d in her 
power the majority of 'tihe world's 
people's. For Ameriela to be that 
nation, she must prove ,to file Ne-
gro abroad thalt 'the Negro in 
Armer.lea -is a person o>f equality, 
not a second-crass citizen. 
The students noticed that they 
were separated from the profes-
sional people by a language bar-
rier. It seemed to them, that they 
were the only ones that spoke 
English, as everyone was walking 
around singing in French, Span-
ish, Italian, and many other lan-
guages. They thought that they 
had stumbled into a meffi'ing of 
the U.N. 
After standing around for an 
hour and a half, watching What 
was to them strange goings 
on, they were finally sent to a 
costumer for a fitting. 
All of them thought that they 
were being misunderstood - es-
pecially by the United States. I've 
never been in such a situation; 
they weren't talking to 'Marion 
Wright, but seemed to think that 
I represented the U. S. and 
would go right home and straight-
en out the problem." 
The costumer, a fine little Yid-
dish man passed out advice with 
the costumes. His advice was, "If 
you have to undress in front of the 
women, pretend you don't notice 
them and chances are they won't 
notice you." 
The students didn't know why 
they were given these words of 
advice until they found out that 
the men's dressing room was also 
the women's dressing room, the 
orchestra's rehearsal room, and 
the manager's office! 
"Everywhere we went everyone 
had a larger view of politics than 
that which existed in his own 
country. Perhaps an idea of covet-
ous can be exacted from the way 
in which they all are aware of 
possible larger economic and poli-
tical units except in Ethiopia 
which has been fragmanted under 
Being shy by nature, t'hey in-
sisted on a separate room and set 
about searching for one. One of 
them stumbled into the ladies 
room screaming, ''I found one! I 
found one!" The ladies seemed 
undisturbed by this outcry, but 
tH.e shy young student quickly re-
treated. 
Finally, a janitor directed them 
to a dark room stating, "What 
ever you do, don't put on the 
light." Curiosity got the better of 
them and after they were in their 
costumes, they flipped on the 
light. They found themselves in 
one of the entrances to the theater, 
through which people came stream-
ing in 'Shortly 'thereafter. 
At 8:30, the performance was 
supposed to start. By 8: 15, the 
students had still not received any 
instructions as to what they were 
supposed to do. 
At 8: 29 the students were 
pushed on stage by a fat little man 
in a tuxedo who told them, in 
English rich with foreign words, 
to stand on stage, pretend to be 
drinking, and fake the next two 
and a half hours of action. The 
fat man turned out to be the di-
rector of the opera, Desire Defere. 
The first few minutes of the 
opening ran well and nothing short 
of a riot, a seduction, a murder, 
and a suicide took place in 
the next three scenes as the stu-
dents sat and watched. 
They were not supposed to sit 
and watch, but they were so en-
grossed with the acting that they 
'rl.n't move. In one scene, how-
r they did become part of the 
when Carmen, dancing on 
ie, unexpectedly kicked a 
r wine into one of the 
colonial division. 
For example there are close to 
300,000 people in Zanzibar and it 
does not make sense that such a 
small country should have a seat 
in the United Nations and be ex-
pected to support an ambassador." 
Miss Wright and her party were 
introduced to Sylvanius Olympio, 
the president of Tog,o; the Prime 
Minister of Tanganyika, Julius 
Nyere; file leading statesman from 
Kenya, Tom Myloya. 
When the group was received 
by the president of Togo, he had 
just returned from the United 
States Where he had asked for aid. 
Miss Wright said, "They have a 
very open way about them in 
Africa. They feel that if they ask 
for help and the country is able 
to give it to 1!hem, they will re-
ceive it with no questions asked. 
-It's very disarming." 
· In addition to traveling through 
the cities and speaking with digni-
taries and commoners, the tour 
members went on a ten day safari, 
hunting wild game. 
The tour was led by Gwendolen 
M. ,Carter, a professor of Govern-
ment qt Smith College; James 
Gardner, who lived in Africa for 
thirty-four years and taught at a 
Between acts, four of the stu-
dents, turned players, visited the 
famous rendez-vous point in Cen-
tredale. They marched in, in full 
costume, with sabers drawn, but 
suddenly noti.eed that there was 
no one in the place that they 
knew. They did an abrupt about 
face, marched out, and returned 
to the theater to finish the fourth 
and final act. 
The students finally bid a sad 
adieu to their smelly ~costumes, re-
ceived an unexpected dollar for 
services' rendered, and said good-
bye forever to their career with 
the Metropolitan Opera. • 
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Why the gold bars? 
Future You: 
You're needed ... just as your father and grandfather 
were. It's an obligation that a lot of qualified college 
men have to meet. If we don't ... 
You: 
All right. But what can I do for the Air Force? 
Future You: 
The Air Force needs college trained men and women 
as officers. This is caused by the rapidly advancing 
technology that goes with hypersonic air and space 
flight. Your four years of college have equipped you 
to handle complex jobs. · 
You: 
Say I was interested ... how can I-get to be an officer? 
Future You: 
You know about Air Force ROTC and the Air Force 
Academy. Then there's the navigator training pro-
gram. You've probably heard about Officer Training 
School. .. where the Air Force takes certain college 
graduates, both men and women, and commissions 
them after three months of training. 
You: 
Starting salary is important. What about that? 
Future You: 
Add it up. Base pay, tax-free allowances, free me<li• 
cal and dental care, retirement provision, perhaps 
flight pay. You don't have to be an eco major to see 
it adds up to an attractive package. 
You: 
I've been thinking about getting my Master's. 
Future You: 
As an officer you can apply for the Air Force Institute 
of Technology. At no cost,-and while on active duty 
some officers may even win their Ph.D. degrees. 
You: 
Tell me more. 
That's the job of your local Air Force Recruiter. 
Or write to Officer Career Information, Dept, 
SCll0, Box 7608, Washington 4, D.C., if you 
want further information about the navigator 
training or Officer Training School programs. 
There's a place for 




R. I.S. D. Convocati-on Address 
Ed. Note: '1.1his is the convocation 
address by Dr. Denham Sutcliffe 
professor of English at Kenyon Col'. 
lege. It was delivered to the stu-
dents of Rhode Island School of De-
sign in Novembe:r, 1960. 
The Anchor feels that this ad-
dress is worthy of reprinting. We 
present it to the students in hopes 
that they will profit from its un-
erring wisdom. 
which lhe can afford to let alone." 
Henry Thoreau redresses the im-
balance of our admiration for 
smokeless stoves by announcing 
that "our inventions are wont to 
be pretty toys ... improved means 
to unimproved ends." He strips 
away the bark of habitude that en-
cases our lives and shows - as if 
it were brand new - the wonder 
of life that can be available to the 
mind untrammeled by conventional 
ideas of success and fulfillment. He 
pours his hearty contempt on the 
idea that there is only one kind 
of success, and he begs us to join 
with him in getting life into a 
corner and finding out wlhat it is, 
lest we die without ever knowing. 
Like his friend Emerson he teaches 
that the one thing of value in the 
earth is a man, such a man as will 
defy his neighbors and the village, 
and, if necessary, the government 
at Washington itself in defense of 
what he knows to be the truth. 
Henry Thoreau asserted the duty 
of every man to march in time with 
his own drummer. 
good family and of Harvard educa-
tion who goes to the West and 
woos the daughter of Banker 
Worth. The banker, naturally dis-
trusting genealogy and academic 
culture, admonishes the young 
man that "out here, we're not in-
terested in who you are or in what 
you know. The question out here 
is What you can do." You will be 
gratified to know that the young 
man puts aside his memories of 
,family and education, performs 
feats of practical and muscular 
skill, and thereby wins the bank-
er's daughter. He fulfills the 
American dream as it is written 
according to Wright. 
fortunately I can't remember 
Where. I do remember where I 
found this next one, though I shan't 
tell you. I only affirm upon my 
honor that it is a course for uni-· 
versity credit: Camping in Educa-
tion. 
vided the title for my remarks in 
this address and a large part of 
the theme. Bear with me while I 
retell a bit of it. If you have not 
read it my retelling may do you 
some g'ood. If you have read it, 
luxuriate in the retelling. 
"The Artist of the Beautiful" is 
the story of a young watchmaker 
named Owen Warland, whose en-
tire life is engrossed in a delicate 
project which he will reveal to no 
one. Not until late in the tale are 
we allowed to discover that he is 
working on a mechanical butter-
fly whose beauty shall surpass that 
of nature. He goes about with an 
abstracted air, shows insufficient 
interest in the practical aspects of 
lhis trade. To delight himself, he 
makes a clock with allegorical 
figures that march across the dial 
with the time, but the townfolk 
deride it and reserve their respect 
for the occasion when he makes 
the town clock accurate to the 
minute. They have some notion, 
of course, that he is engaged upon 
The Anchor would like to thank 
Dr. ·Sutcliffe for granting us per-
mission to reprint his address. 
The Anvil and the Butterfly 
One middle-western university 
not long ago achieved the notoriety 
of the weekly news magazine for 
its course in Converation. A teach-
er at another university has been 
celebrated for her course in the 
proper use of the telephone. She 
teaches collegiate young persons 
to speak slowly and distinctly; she 
teaches tJhem how to dial long dis-
tance and how to use the directory. 
Shall we assume that she has a 
remedial course for those who 
don't ~now the alphabet? The 
newspaper in my home country 
proudly reported the other day 
that one of our local girls has en-
tered a university and that she will 
specialize in "magazine journal-
ism." 
My sixtlh-grade daughter came 
home from school the other day in 
a flurry of delight because she had 
just seen a film about Thomas Edi-
son. "It showed his lab," she said, 
"and his little cot. And do you 
know it Daddy, he slept only four 
hours in twenty-four? And it 
showed him stuffing cotton or 
something into a bottle-and gee, 
be made the electric light. Which 
was his greatest invention? I think 
it was the phonograph, don't you, 
because somebody else was work-
ing on the idea of a light bulb." 
And so on. She is going to hear 
much more about Edison before 
she is through. She already knows 
about Benjamin Franklin, who she 
tells me invented lighting. Slhe 
knows about the Franklin ~tove 
and bifocal spectacles. 
Even though this be true, my son 
in high school does not come home 
to say that he has seen a movie 
about Henry Thoreau, nor do my 
freshman at Kenyon College seem 
to have known him outside of the 
college classroom. 
I choose Wright as my whipping 
boy in spite of his being out-dated, 
because he so clearly epitomizes 
American popular suspicion of 
learning and also because he was 
so very widely read. The Winning 
of Barbara Worth is said to have 
sold one and one-half million 
copies and in a non-reading coun-
try, that is a great many. I could 
equally well have instanced 
Horatio Alger, Jr., without coming 
any closer, I suppose, to your direct 
literary experience. He wrote 
scores of stories for boys all on the 
same theme of practical success, 
all of them aggressively anti-in-
tellectual. His influence is incal-
culable and presumably tremen-
dous. 
I appeal from my prejudices to some impractical project, and their 
yours to assert that none of 1!his hostility is chiefly expressed by old 
sort of thing constitutes education Peter Hovenden, father of the girl 
or anything resembling it. I appeal whom Warland loves. "Give me 
from my ignorance to yours to the worker in iron," says old 
wonder how prevalent it is and to Hovenden, "he spends his labor 
make a guess that it dominates upon a reality." He is referring 
many of our institutions. It has to Peter Danforth, the blacksmith, 
such an air of practicality, of going also a suitor for his daughter 
without nonsense to the central Annie. 
I am glad she does, for I have 
no animus against incandescent 
lights and smokeless stoves. I have 
only thanks for the men who 
created them. I am pleased that 
the school system teaches about 
these benefactors of mankind. My 
daughter will learn about Mc: 
Cormick and his reaper, about Ell 
Whitney and his gin, about the 
Wrielht brothers and about Alex-
and;r Bell. Irf the school doesn't 
tell her about Mason and his jar 
for home canning of vegetables, I 
will. Why should we not celebrate 
the memory of men who changed 
the surface of our lives and did so 
much to create the comfort in 
which so many of us fortunately 
live? Intelligence and courage and 
sacrifice are always valuable when 
they are directed to the service of 
mankind, and I share the opinion 
of tllie King of Brobdingnag that 
"whoever can make two ears of 
corn or two blades of grass to grow 
upon a spot of ground where only 
one grew before, deserves better of 
mankind, and does more essential 
service to his country than the 
whole race of politicans put to-
gether." 
Henry's pond seems to me as 
good an American symbol as Frank-
lin's kite, and my pride in being 
American has deeper roots in 
Henry Thoreau than in Henry Ford. 
I hear a good deal of talk about 
American individualism and love 
of freedom, but none of the per-
sons who like to talk about that 
sort of thing ever mentions our 
greatest exemplar of it. I some-
times think that Henry would have 
had a much larger place in our ac-
tive national memory if he had 
given his name to a pencil instead 
of writing a great book about the 
infinite possibilities of life. 
I am not the first to remark this 
split in American life, this solar 
arrangement which sets the ideal-
ism of Walden at one end of the 
spectrum and the hard fact of Wall 
Street at the other; which so 
sharply separates knowing and 
doing; which so clearly under-
stands the utility of politicians and 
is so impatient of political philoso-
phizing. We don't yet seem to 
understand Emerson's union of the 
poles in the assertion that "Think-
ing also is a kind of action." We 
suffer, Van Wyck Brooks once said, 
from "unattached idealism." He 
imaged our young men as sitting 
for four years in the humid 
atmosphere of classroom idealism 
and of baccalaureate sermons and 
as emerging at last with the am-
bition to own a shoe factory. We 
have been vastly proud of our 
mechanical achievements, of our 
Boulder 'Dams, our St. Lawrence 
Seaways, our atomic submarines. 
We should be proud of them. Yet 
a while ago I was invited to ad-
dress an honors class of high 
school juniors and seniors. I in-
vited them to nominate our 
"national" author. '.I shared their 
sense of the difficulty of the task 
but did not understand their entire 
silence-until they announced that 
they had nev~r read an American 
author. What then would they 
have done had '.I asked them about 
Winslow Homer's contribution to 
our national culture? Or about 
George Innes's? Or, more astound-
ingly, about Jackson Pollock's? 
Literature becomes popular be-
cause it expresses the popular 
mind. It gratifies human fantasies, 
exploits notions of Mama's super-
iority to Papa, or the notion that 
undisciplined teen-agers will turn 
out all right in the end. Most pop-
ular literature is like calendar art: 
it leads men not into life as it is, 
but away from life into dreams of 
what it might be. Serious litera-
ture, of course, like serious en-
deavors in the other arts, leads 
men into life as it is; and most 
men recoil. Our best thinkers and 
artists always seem to the general-
ity of mankind to be nay-sayers, 
because instead o:f unthinkingly ac-
cepting estimations of the good, 
the true, and the beautiful, they 
make a new assessment. 
When Emerson addressed the 
Phi Beta Kappa society at Harvard 
in 1837, he described us as a nation 
"too busy to give to letters any 
more." His younger contemporary, 
Edwin Percy Whipple, stumped 
the country on the platform that a 
nation that values water-power 
over mind-power is headed for 
trouble. We have not been short 
of such spokesmen. All our best 
names in the intellectual world 
have sung the same tune, but with 
conspicuous unsuccess. They have 
not been speaking the popular will. 
The popular will in America has 
almost always favored education. 
'Ilhe little red schoolhouse is a sym-
bol almost as strong in our folklore 
as the cowboy. The boy who "works 
his way through college" is our fre-
quent emblem of the purposeful 
man battling against odds. All this 
is occasion for pride until we take 
a closer look at what the majority 
appear to mean by "education." 
What they mean by education is 
training in practical skills; and the 
demand for those skills, which 
struck the high schools some time 
ago, is now reflected in tJhe so-
called "higher" institutions to 
which that majority sends its 
young. A glance through some 
university catalogs indicates that 
young persons desiring higher 
learning may embark upon such 
vessels as these: 
Food for Special Occasions: 
concern of · money-making skills, But in the face of public sus-
that it seems almost hopeless to picion and of his own despairs, 
counter it with arguments for young Warland persists, and from 
Latin and literature, mathematics his sufferings Hawthorne draws 
and music, pure science and arts. the persuasive conclusion that the 
It passes for "higher" education. artist must "possess • a force of 
'It is sacrilegious to ask what it is character that seems hardly com-
higher than? But presumably it re- patible with its delicacy." Several 
fleets the popular will, or it would times tJhe delicate mechanism he 
not flourish as it does. 'It may is preparing is unwittingly smashed 
even be that some if it is honestly by the approach of practical per-
useful, and if it is we shall not be- sons like Hovenden and even by 
grudge it. But your lament and Hovenden's daughter, Annie, the 
mine is that it so often exists at beloved. One supposes Hawthorne 
the expense of genius education, to be saying that the ideal and the 
which is a very different matter. practical are not altogether com-
The same split interest is reflected patible. Such persons as the 
in the fact that we have a national Hovendens are described by Haw-' 
science foundation, for which we thorne as "that steady and matter-
are grateful; but that we have no of-fact class of people who hold the 
national humanities foundation, at opinion that time is not to be 
which we are unsurprised. trifled. with, whether considered as 
When Nataniel Hawthorne wrote the medium of advancement and 
the long preface to The Scarlet prosperity in this world or of 
Letter he was already troubled by preparation for the next. "You 
this division in American life and may be certain that Hawthorne was 
he attributed it (as others have aware of the irony of so limited a 
done) in part at least to the Puri- choice - a choice that leaves out 
tan influence. He reflected of his the possibility of making this life 
"stern and blackbrowed" ancestors a gracious experience. His story 
that they would approve none of persistently contrasts the black-
his purposes or successes, would smith at his anvil with WarlancF at 
indeed think them worthless if not his watchmaker's bench, and once 
positively disgraceful. He imagines he brings them together. Warland 
them sitting in judgment upon him: needs a miniature anvil, which the -
" 'What is he?' murmurs one gray blacksmith makes for him and 
shadow of my forefathers to the proudly delivers, saying, in effect, 
other. 'A writer of story-books! "I'm not much for delicacy, but 
What kind of a business in life,- when something practical is need-
what mode of glorifying God, or ed, 'I'm your man." We should not 
being. serviceable to mankind in, forget that passage. By such repeti-
his day and generation,-may that tions, the anvil and the butterfly 
be? Why, the degenerate fellow become symbols, and one of utili-
might as well have been a fid- tarian productivity, the other of 
dler! ' " useless ideal beauty. 
Whether in this passage Haw- Warland does, at last, complete 
The men I have named were 
all strongly endowed with what 
the Rotary Club means by 
"vision," and you who are 
products of the American school 
and home know what I mean when 
1 say that they are national heroes. 
I seem to hear less about Henry 
Thoreau as a national hero and as 
a man of vision, though I think he 
was both. Henry Thoreau invent-
ed nothing. True, he developed a 
fine powered graphite, but he 
lacked either the acumen or the 
ambition to get rich therefrom. He 
distinguished !himself chiefly _by 
wandering around the countryside 
while the rest of Concord was 
working hard, by ineptly setting 
fire to the neighborhood woods, 
and particularly by living for a 
couple of years in a hut by the 
pondside. I can well ima~ine what 
industrious storekeepers and black-
smiths said about this young Har-
vard graduate who was content to 
be town handy man during a few 
weeks of the year and town loafer 
during the rest of it. Yet I still in-
sist that he should be regarded as 
a national 'hero and talked about 
in the schools, if not in th~ same 
breath with Edison, then m the 
I don't suppose that any of you 
has read Harold Bell Wright. For-
give ine if ·I tell you that forty 
years ago he was one of the most 
popular of American novelists. His 
favorite subject was the regenera-
tion of dissolute men in the great 
open spaces of the West and, as 
James Hart says, he "emphasized 
Preparation of attractive and ap-
petizing dishes to help the home-
maker in planning buffet suppers, 
reception, picnics, formal meals, 
Laboratory four hours. 
thorne was slyly addressing some his design, and it fulfi~s all his 
of his contemporaries, descendants hopes. . He proudly takes it to s~o;V 
of these same Puritans we cannot to Anme, by now the blacksmiths 
know. He was in any ~vent keenly wife and mother of his child. The 
aware of the problem of the artist delicate marvel, the mechanical 
in America, and he wrote several butterfly, flutters about the roon_i, 
stories upon the theme. A symbolic lighting on the hand now of this 
passage in The Scarlet Letter illus- person! now of !hat, a1;d glo"':'ing 
trates !his feelings. Hester Pryne or fadmg according to its feelings 
has taken her little daughter to call of sympathy or hostility to the art 
on the Governor, and as they wait that created it. 'But finally ft a_lights 
for him in the hall, Hester invites upon tJhe hand of Anme s mfant 
the child to go to the window over- boy, who in one innocent gesture 
looking the garden. "It may be smashes it to bits. Or is the gesture 
(she says) we shall see flowers so innocent? Is Hawthorne suggest-
there· more beautiful ones than we ing that the progeny of a race so 
find in the woods." What do they utterly devoted to the practical 
see ? "Cabbages grew in plain and so resolutely inimical to the 
sight; and a pumpkin vine had de- mere~y beautiful :"'ill. d~stroy mere 
posited one of its gigantic products loveliness from mstmct? . next one. 
I insist on this because Henry 
Thoreau wrote Walden, a book 
which asserts that fulfillment of 
the spirit is the sole end ?f e?'--
istence and that "a man is rich m 
proportion to the number of things 
an incredibly wholesome morality." 
I remember that ihe emphasized 
something else also. In his novel, 
The Winning of Barbara Worth, 
he tells of a young Easterner of 
Advanced Radio Announcing. 
Radio and Television Advertising. 
Nobody believes me when I say 
so, but 1 have sen a university cat-
alog advertisement for a course in 
telephone pole climbing; un-
directly beneath the hall window." In any event, he was expressing 
But Hawthorne's finest and most his aw~reness of_ the P?lar arrange-
explicit treatment of this theme is ment. in Amen~an life between 
in the story " The Artist of the knowing and domg, between the 
Beautiful." This story has pro- (Continued on Page 10) 
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R.I.S.D. Address Waldo Eme
rson was exerting his 
sweet influence to persuade his 
countrymen of the value of ideas, 
to get them to distinguish between 
nature as commodity-as a source 
of beef and carrots and shoes-be-
tween nature as commodity and 
nature as beauty and symbol. 
Everywhere, in lecture hall and in 
printed essay, he asserted the 
powers of the soul, declaring that 
whatever man can do can be 
divinely done. The main object of 
the world, he insisted, is the up-
building of a man-not workman, 
as farmer, teacher, priest-but man 
in his wholeness. For this purpose, 
he argued, there must not be too 
(Continued from Page 9) 
sternly practical and the im-
practically beautiful. He expressed 
the same theme in his story "The 
Snow Image," "of which I shall 
spare you the synopsis. 
During these same years, Ralph 
NEW FACE,SAME SPORTING HEART 
We might as well tell you straight off: Corvair's the car for the driving enthusiast. Think 
that lets you out? Maybe. Maybe not. 
Until you've driven one, you really can't say for sure, because Corvair's kind of driving is 
like no other in the land. The amazing air-cooled rear engine sees to that. You swing around 
curves flat as you please, in complete control. You whip through the sticky spots other cars 
should keep out of in the first place. (Especially this year, now that you can get Positraction 
as an extra-cost o_ption.) You stop smoothly, levelly. with Corvair's beautifully balanced, 
bigger brakes. 
much of design; and he argued 
rightly, for there is no known de-
sign that will produce greatness 
of soul. Some teachers may delude 
themselves that courses in "crea-
tive writing" can teach creative-
ness, as some students may delude 
themselves that painters can be 
taught to be great. But Emehson 
And Corvair's found other new ways to please you this year. A forced-air heater and 
defroster are standard equipment on all coupes, sedans and both Monza and 700 Station _ -, 
Wagons. So are dual sunshades and front-door armrests and some other goodies. You'll note IIITTflKifll''' 
some new styling, inside and out. Nice. And safety-belt installation is easier, too, and cheaper. ■ ■Ill JI 
Another extra-cost option weII worth considering is the heavy-duty front and rear suspension; 
it turns a Corvair into a real tiger. A New World of Worth 
So you can see we haven't reaily done much to Corvair this year. Why on earth should we? 
If this car, just as she is, can't make a driving enthusiast out of you, better take a cab. 
And here's America's only thoroughbred sports car, the '62 CORVETTE. We warn you: If you drive a Corvette after 
your first sampling of a Corvair, you may well end up a two-car man. And who could blame you? 
See the '62 Corvair and Corvette at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's 
asserted the need for men to throw 
themselves unreflectively into life, 
and then periodically to withdraw 
for reflection. "The great gifts 
(he said) are not got by analysis." 
Furthermore, he argued, the proof 
of a man is not in his actions but 
in his character. He said, "I refuse 
the appeal from the man to his ac-
tions." Only one thing mattered to 
him-quality of mind, or soul. A 
mind of such quality as he en-
visioned, would pour itself forth, 
compelling assent not by argument 
but merely by being right. And by 
such a course of speculation, he 
brought himself to the best apology 
I have ever seen for liberal repute, 
honored by laurels, and we are led 
to expect a mourning celebration 
commensurate with his greatness. 
What occurs instead? The villagers 
who knew him as a boy ruminate 
their tobacco and their memories; 
they recall his idle dreamings, his 
impracticalities, some boyish fool-
ishness,. As they sit up with the 
corpse and gossip, they make it 
abundantly clear that they never 
expected him to amount to any-
t~mg_ and that they find gratifica-
tion m the fact that he never did. 
Alexis de Tocqueville clearly saw 
this tendency in us when he visited 
America in the 1830's. His superb 
book, Democracy in America de-
scribes American fondness ' for 
practical application and our im-
patience with theoretical science. 
Everywhere in the book he fears 
an atrophy of the idea of excel-
lence. He accurately predicted 
for instance, the decline of crafts'. 
manship in a democratic society. In 
a stratified society, says Tocque-
ville, the fine craftsman has only 
one set of customers-the aristo-
cracy and gentry. They demand the 
best product, the craftsman strives 
to give it, and quality becomes his 
hallmark. In a fluid society, on 
the other hand, everybody is a po-
tential customer; the demand is 
not for quality and scarcity but for 
cheapness and abundance with the 
appearance of quality. (The same 
point has been made by others in-
cluding Emerson. The aristo~rat 
who buys a table expects to pass it 
on to his posterity; he demands a 
good one. The American who buys 
a table expects to change his eco-
nomic and social status tomorrow 
so he buys one that will do for th~ 
moment. The moments succeed one 
~nother, so do the tables, but the 
ideal of excellence is always re• 
ceding into the glowing future.) 
Tocqueville education. He said 
"This hankering after an overt et'. 
feet seems to me to be an apos-
tasy." He is reversing the appeal 
of Banker Worth, asking of a man 
not "What can he do?" but "What 
is he?" Over and over, in hundreds 
of aphorisms, he announced his 
vision: "Faith is its own evidence." 
Or again, "The thing uttered in 
words is not therefore affirmed; 
it must affirm itself." 
But Emerson is not a national 
hero, either, and from his volumes 
of wisdom the national memory has 
chosen two or three sayings of the 
kind that may be set into large 
type fo hanging on the walls of 
business offices: "Hitch your 
wagon to a star." Make a better 
mousetrap and the world will beat 
a path to your door." Our greatest 
~xpositor of the virtue of thinking 
lS converted to an apostle of doing. 
You share my conviction, I pre-
sume, that there is nothing wrong 
with doing. What irritates you and 
me, what indeed reduces us at 
times to fear for our country's 
very existence, is the popular as-
sumption that there is, only one 
kind of doing. We join with the 
multitude in our applause of Edi-
son-though we question his suf-
ficiency as a symbol of the best in 
American science. We are grateful 
to Luther Burbank for his produc-
tive and delicious hybrid vege-
tables. But we wish the multitude 
would join with us in doing honor 
to the creators of beautiful ob-
jects and of compelling ideas in-
stead of withdrawing from those 
creators in ignorant complacency 
or aggressive hostility. 
The conclusion of this address 
will be in the next issue 
